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"So Far Out" is an exciting new chillable red wine that is making waves in the wine world. Produced from organic 
and responsibly farmed grapes grown along California's central coast, this wine is the embodiment of a new wine 
revolution.
This red wine is light, refreshing and perfect served chilled, making it a perfect choice for those warm summer 
days at the beach, outdoor BBQs, or simply relaxing with friends. The blend, which is a closely guarded secret, is 
designed to highlight the characteristics of the terroir and the varietals used in the blend.
With aromas of ripe red berries, and subtle hints of herbs, this wine is well balanced and smooth on the palate, 
with a light to medium body that is refreshing and juicy to the taste. The flavors are the perfect harmony of fruit, 
with hints of strawberry and raspberry and a slight acidity that lingers in the finish.
"So Far Out" is the perfect wine for those who appreciate traditionally made, organic wine, and the push to move 
forward to a more sustainable future. It's a wine that is both playful and sophisticated, indicative of the changes 
that are taking place within the wine industry towards more environmentally and socially responsible practices.

At So Far Out, we're on a mission to craft organic wines that are environmentally friendly, affordable, and free of 
all pretense. Our goal is to make wine accessible to all, regardless of their experience level, so we've created a 
welcoming, inclusive atmosphere at our tasting room on the Martian ranch in Los Alamos. 
We believe that sustainable winemaking practices are not only important for preserving the environment but also 
for creating exceptional wines. That's why we source our grapes from Santa Barbara county, an area that is rich in 
biodiversity and offers ideal growing conditions for organic produce. Our commitment to the environment 
translates into every aspect of our winemaking process, from the way we grow our grapes to the materials we use 
for our packaging.
We're proud to offer organic wines that are not only good for the environment but that also taste great. Our wines 
are crafted with the same care and attention to detail as some of the finest wines out there, yet we keep our prices 
affordable, so everyone can enjoy them.
At our unique tasting room on the Martian ranch, we offer a welcoming and inclusive atmosphere where wine 
lovers of all experience levels can come, learn, and taste exceptional organic wines. We strive to create a sense of 
community, where everyone feels welcome and included.
In summary, So Far Out is a wine company that's committed to making organic wines that are environmentally 
friendly, affordable, and without pretense. We're here to make wine accessible to all, and we welcome you to join 
us in our mission to make wine that's good for the planet and good for the soul.

45%
CORVINA, 30% MOURVÈDRE 
20% GRENACHE, 5% CHARBONO
from wilderness & black oak vineyards

ORGANIC - ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
VEGAN - NO ADDITIVES - MINIMAL SULFUR

12.5% alc by volume

COOPERAGE

95% 
Stainless Steel
5% NEUTRAL OAK

FERMENTATION

Open top bin 
with native 

yeast

50% CERTIFIED ORGANIC
50% PRACTICING ORGANIC
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